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Brian Bartlett presents his new book
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by Leslie ] Furlong
Edgar Allan Poe, Brian read for us five 

“We’ll each read for ten minutes “tales” that, in some instances, pos- 
with two minutes in between with a scssedthegothicsensibilityofPocalong 
short break in the middle. Is that okay with humour and conflict that was 
with everyone?” John Weier posed the more of his 
question to the audience as well as the 
poets on Friday night. This set the President of the League and former 
democratic tone for the evening as he associate editor and editor of Waves 
along with the four other executive and Poetry Toronto. Current President 
members from the League of Canadian Blaine Marchand followed. Described 
Poets prepared to read their work to an as a “typical Ottawa bureaucrat”, this 
intimate audience in the warm shad- Cl DA employee proved to anything 

of the Saint Mary’s Art Gallery, but, reading in his sibilant voice some- 
The poems presented to those in at- times-erotic poems that focused on the 
tendance were very much the créa- conflict between the body and the 
tions of five distinct voices, covering spirit when they should be one. 
the range of human experiences from 
the powerful to the desperate, emo
tional to the intensely physical.

Mr. Weier, the League’s First Vice shehasanumberofbookstohercredit, 
President, adopted the role of the night’s including Singing (1979), a collection 
Master of Ceremonies while informing of writings by women prison inmates, 
the audience about the League itself. Lever’s work 
Formed about thirty years ago, the politically minded, the role of the 
League supports a number of programs woman in her poems shifting between 
and awards with the assistance of the knowing victim and the empowered.

Last up was John Weier, who read a

own.
Second up was Maria Jacobs, Past

ows

Who needs one of those ?
After a short intermission, Second _____

VP and Treasurer Bernice Lever took by Leigha White the result, while interesting and capti
vating, something of a confused and 
unsatisfying attempt to fuse three short 
novels into a larger one.

Perhaps the characterization of 
Mouse, the narrator, as someone with 
a tendency to change subjects (called 
“tendrilling”) all the time makes life 
terribly confusing. We start focusing 
with the character of Pauline and end 
up having to deal with everything up to 
Mouse’s intelligent hunchback and a 
series of letters from Mouse to Presi
dent Kennedy.

The Wives Of Bath, while enter
taining and certainly worthy of further 
analysis, ends up not communicating 
its purpose entirely because of these 
confusing side plots. Even if it does 
help with the characterization of 
oneparticular primary character, it in
terferes with what should have been 
the main focus: the issue of trans- 
genderism.

but at what point a woman could find 
herself transformed into a real, live, 

Everything was going along per- MALE. Is it the genitalia that becomes 
fectly until Pauline decided she was a consideration, the behavioral char
missing one of those.

Pauline, one of the primary charac- Where are the weights assigned? Is the 
ters in Susan Swan’s The Wives Of metaphor of Kong a suitable represen- 
Bath, would prefer to be a man. A ration of the essence of masculinity, or 
religious devotee of King Kong, s/he is rather a stereotyped, idealised model 
determined to transcend her biology admired by a female who disrespects 
and change genders — to the point of her own gendermates? 
pretending to be her own older brother.

Through the viewpoint of Mouse ever, is sullied by a Heatherslike batch 
Bradford, an early teenaged student at of secondary plotlines involving 
an Anglican boarding school, we come Mouse’s family, a pair of of lesbian 
to see how gender roles of the Kennedy school officials, and the occasional 
era were defined and how people within appearance of ghosts hither and thither, 
them might have attempted to break Rather than maintaining the focus on 
through those assignations.

As Mouse is slowly sucked into two girls’ respective sexual and gender 
Pauline’s masculine cult, with Mouse orientations, or the restrictive envi- 
herself beginning the initiation, one ronment of a private religious institu- 
finds oneself questioning not only the tion, one finds the book lumping all of 
gender roles and their qualifications, this and more together and rendering

her turn. A teacher at Seneca College,

acteristics, or a combination of both?

perhaps the mostwas

Canada Council. The League’s mem
bership now totals approximately three collection of poems that took root in 
hundred full and associate members, the words found in the journals of 
full members being those with a sub- painter Emily Carr. This reading more

than all the others took on the guise of

The process of questioning, how-

stantial body of published work.
The first reader was Brian Bartlett, a performance as the desperate energy 

professor of Literature and Creative in Weier’s voice overshadowed the words 
Writing at Saint Mary’s as well as the on the page in front of him, at times 
Atlantic Provinces representative to taking on the sound structures of jazz, 
the League. He has published two Alx)ut eighty imputes after it had 
books, Planet Harbour and Underwater started it was over, the poets now min- 
Carpentry, the former having won the gling with the friendly audience. Some 
Malahat Review Award for a long went home, some joined the poets in 
poem. Bearing a strong resemblance to the Gorsebrook Lounge for a drink.

the Kong-cult, the development of the

Indigena: evoking emotions
tember 14th, however, one student and Luke Simon’s works show bleed-fry Emily Macmughton
expressed emphatically, “In my four ing crosses, skulls, daggers. In Jim 

On the five-hundredth anniver- years at NSCAD, this is the most alive Logan's dayglo scenes of the Y ukon, a
dead hanging boy swings on the 

“Alive” has many meanings. Cer- swingsets behind the hockey rink.
But a more studied look reveals a

sary of the ‘Discovery of the New I’ve ever seen the gallery”. 
World’, Native Canadian curators,
writers and artists threw their own tain works seethe with a horribly aware
defiant party anger, with a lucid recognition of all persistent message. The painting 

the pain, hypocrisy and betrayal they which encapsulates the essence of
Indigena is the centre-piece of George 

“My work was made on the heels of Lnngfish’s “The End of Innocence”,
the Oka Crisis,” artist Joe David con- Between two paintings lurid with 
fided during a panel discussion at the conflicting images rises a spirit, part 

That was Indigena: Contempo- Halifax opening. “It was in the hear of dragon, dog and horse, and surround-
rary Native Perspectives, an enormous a trial, for me a pericxl of great anger ing it the words “Spiritual-Land-1-

and fear.” David’s piece depicts two Warrior-Information”. Spirituality,
political activism, and a connection 
with the land will unify Aboriginal 
Nations, reestablishing an order 
which reigned before Columbus.

Although the most part of In- 
digena’s content is political, the ex
hibit also contains works of a purely 
aesthetic nature. Nick Sikkuark’s

-

ART SHOW 
Indigena
Dalhousie Art Qallery 
September 14 - November 14

suffer in being alive.

touring exhibition reevaluating the 
legacy of Columbus and colonial ism’s enclosed images: one of the Cham-
subsequent devastation of native cul- plain massacre of the Iroquois, the
ture, spirituality and land. Paintings, other the Canadian Army at the site 
sculptures and videos featured in the of the Oka conflict, 
show were for the most part commis
sioned.

“Anger has given me a lot of en
ergy,” added artist Joane Cardinal- 

A year after the opening at the Schubert. Her work “This is the House 
Canadian Museum of Civilization in That Joe Built” testifies to personal 
Ottawa, the show challenges Halifax history of struggle within a racist sys- 
with the train-collision impact of its tern whose laws define what it is to be

Native. Blackboards scrawled with

delightful sculptures of spirits relieve 
visitors exiting the harrowing Cardi
nal-Schubert piece. Kenny and 
Rebecca Baird’s “Heartlands” is a 
magical contemplation of voyage 
and spiritual discovery.

Whether one expects to learn 
more about a culture or to wonder at 
the art’s horrifying and poignant 
beauty, the Indigena experience 
shocks, instructs and ultimately satis
fies. The messages and mediums vary, 
but its strength never wavers.

message.
The works of Indigena’s eighteen 

artists cause mixed reactions at the
poems and empowering quotations 
frame altars strewn with beer bottles, 
eagles feathers, blackened memorabilia 
— nooses hang in the background.

Dalhousie Art gallery. “People are 
finding it very hard,” says gallery di
rector Mem O’Brien. “This particular Amid a overwhelmingly unhappy
group has provoked people to think scene, a viewer may discover it hard to 
very deeply about the issues raised”.

Visitors find it too sad or angry;
extract signs of hope.

Indeed, the more confrontational, 
have been brought to tears by political pieces don’t concentrate on 

more disturbing pieces.
At the exhibit opening on Sep- ings depict sheer carnage; Bob Boyer

some
hopeful endings. Rick Rivet’s paint-
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